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Abstract
This research investigates mechanisms for the smooth pursuit and segmentation of objects with
a robotic active vision system. Using simple algorithms based on image normalization, template
matching, spatial averaging, temporal averaging and image differencing, promising results were
obtained for a variety of real world objects. The system is specialized for cluttered environments.
Within cluttered environments the system performed well with common objects such as a human
hand and a shopping bag. The system performed less well with objects such as aluminum foil
and failed on objects such as a mirror and transparent sandwich baggies. These investigations are
prefaced with an examination of related human abilities.
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Chapter 1
The Importance of the Neocortex
It is almost universally agreed that humans possess an extremely successful general form of in-
telligence which over long periods of time is capable of attaining expert level performance in a
phenomenally large set of problem domains. Many projects have been researched which attempt to
ascertain a few of the aspects of human cognition which are vital to its perceived success.
This chapter uses results from neuroscience to further bolster our understanding of human intel-
ligence and learning. Specifically, this chapter presents evidence which supports the hypothesis that
human's distinctive general learning abilities are in a large part due to the computational processes
of the neocortex.
1.1 Basic Anatomy
The cerebral cortex is a 2.5rmm thick highly convoluted sheet of neurons with a weight of around
500gms and a total surface area of approximately 1000cm 2 . This sheet is made up of some 2 * 1010
neurons which have on the order of 1014 synapses and a combined length of around 2 * 106 km.
Neocortex forms about 90% of the human cerebral cortex. [5] [21]
1.1.1 Regions and Subregions
Based on functional imaging, invasive surgeries, and analysis of brain injuries, the neocortex is well
described as being recursively divided into progressively smaller contiguous functional regions. At
any particular scale the borders between these regions are essentially discontinuous based on their
anatomy and function. Several scales of regions, with strong anatomical and functional correlation,
are commonly cited and discussed. In the beginning of the 20th century Korbinian Brodman split
the adult cortex into 52 regions based on their connectivity, cell structure and inter-laminar cellular
arrangement. This initial division, solely based on the anatomical structure(cytoarchitectonics), has
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Figure 1-1: Somatosensory
corresponded exceedingly well with many of the recently discovered functional units in the cortex.
Currently multiple levels of organization are acknowledged to exist in the cortex in the form of a
loose hierarchy of functionally and anatomically similar sub regions.
Some examples will best highlight this multi-level arrangement of the neocortex. One large area
of the anterior parietal lobe is called the primary somatosensory neocortex (S-I) due to the high
interconnectivity and functional similarity of its components. The entire S-I region is devoted to
processing input from a variety of tactile and proprioceptive receptors. The S-I neocortex is further
divided into four distinct cytoarchitectonic regions running parallel to the postcentral gyrus and
extending from approximately the lowest point of the central sulcus to the lowest point of the
postcentral sulcus. Each one of these four regions 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 has a somatotopically arranged
map and is devoted to different mixes of receptor inputs. Continuing down the hierarchy of divisions
one finds that area 3b is composed of many separate subregions representing distinctively related
::::_::
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input. For example, a separate region represents each finger on the hand. Zooming in one last time
reveals yet another set of subdivisions. Within the region representing a finger are several interleaved
subregions which are typically referred to as columns. In a finger area of 3b, small columns which
process input from slowly adapting skin receptors are interleaved with larger columns which process
input from rapidly adapting skin receptors.
This same hierarchical division is also present in the auditory and visual cortices. Another salient
feature of this organization is that at each level of this hierarchy, regions which are closely related
functionally tend to be spatially close. Of course this is a meaningless statement without a proper
definition of functional similarity. This serves as an important topic later in this paper. For now,
two intuitive measures are worthy of consideration. First, the amount of communication necessary
between two regions in order for them to successfully perform the computational tasks for which
they are responsible. Second, the frequency with which two regions are activated simultaneously.
1.1.2 Inter-region Connectivity
One other clear anatomical attribute of the neocortex is that the degree of connectivity between
two areas of the neocortex and the distance between those two areas are inversely proportional.
Moreover, in a way that is similar to what Minsky hypothesized [17, 314-317], regions in at least the
two most refined levels of this approximate hierarchy are probably best described and conceptualized
as interacting with other regions at the same level of the hierarchy.
Some of the strongest evidence for this type of connectivity is the way in which areas such as
area 3a, area 3b and area 1 connect with one another. Unlike areas 3a and 3b, which receive the
majority of their input from the thalamus, area 1 is considered a higher level cortical area and as
such receives most of its input from other cortical areas. In this case, area 1 receives the majority of
its input from areas 3a and 3b. What is significant about these connections is that the somatotopic
maps of areas 3a and 3b connect to the somatotopic map of area 1 in a way which preserves their
spatial relationships. Consequently, even though the more complex cells of area 1, which include
edge orientation detectors, respond to a larger area of input space than the cells in areas 3a and
3b, they possess the same topographic relationships. A second important property is that the ratio
of connections to surface area connecting two regions tends to be relatively constant over the area
of the output and input region. The final significant property is that regions tend to connect with
some local regions and not with other local regions. For example, areas 3a and 3b have far fewer
connections between them than do areas 3a and 1 or areas 3b and 1. Due to these three properties of
cortical connectivity, regions are likely to be properly conceived as connecting and interacting with
one another. Without this abstraction we would be forced to always think of the connections between
each column of neural computation. Given the resulting complexity of such a conceptualization a
designer would be hard pressed to directly emulate the computational properties of the neocortex in
digital hardware and software at levels below that of observed human behavior. This analysis has
been most strongly directed at the organizational level just above the columnar substructure. It is
unclear to what degree this same analysis holds for the columnar substructures except to the extent
that spatially local columns tend to be heavily connected with one another.
As alluded to earlier, so called higher level areas of the neocortex receive most of their inputs
from other neocortical areas. Sometimes several higher level neocortical areas receive input from
one neocortical area such as V2. In other situations, such as the connections among areas 3a, 3b
and 1, a higher level cortical area combines input from multiple neocortical areas. Often, as in the
visual cortex several parallel interacting streams of processing are believed to exist.
Finally, and possibly the most important rule of inter-neocortical and general brain connectivity,
is the existence of numerous reciprocal connections. In any given neocortical area, the number of
inputs received from a lower area of the neocortex is closely matched by the number of outputs which
leave the higher area to connect with the lower neocortical area. Given this information one might
question the ability of neuroscientists to interpret the flow of information processing well enough to
decipher which connections are feed-back outputs and which are feed-forward outputs and likewise
which inputs are feed-back and which are feed-forward. Fortunately, it turns out that the consistent
layered structure of the neocortex hints to a useful division of these connections.
1.1.3 Laminar Structure
The neocortex has six layers characterized by distinctive neural contents and connections. The layers
are numbered from 1 to 6 starting with the external layer and moving inward towards the center of
the brain. Several subdivisions are often made, the most common being within layer 4 which is often
divided into 4 substrata. The substrata of layer 4 are labeled, starting with the sublayer closest to
3 and moving inward, as 4A, 4B, 4Ca, 4C/3. The connections among all of these layers can be very
complex. As a gross simplification, input usually enters into layer 4, reciprocal outputs tend to exit
from layer 6, outputs to other neocortical areas typically exit from layers 2 and 3, and reciprocal
inputs from neocortical areas often enter into layer 1 [13] [5] [21].
1.2 How Important is the Neocortex to Human's Mental
Abilities?
Should the neocortex of the human brain be considered a significant portion of the chalice of general
intelligence? The following review will attempt to show that sufficient evidence exists to justify
focusing research on emulating the computational abilities of the human neocortex. However, the
neocortex in isolation and likewise models of the neocortex in isolation are unlikely to demonstrate
true intelligence. Only in the context of an approximately full developmental system with sufficiently
elaborate prior behaviors and an adequate environment in which to develop will computational
models inspired by the neocortex be likely to demonstrate their effectiveness.
1.2.1 The Neocortex has Regions which Specialize in a Variety of Impor-
tant Computational Tasks
In order to ascertain the importance of the neocortex to humans' cognitive abilities we should first
try to estimate the set of cognitive tasks which involve the neocortex.
Several different sources of evidence indicate that the neocortex participates in most if not all
intellectually challenging tasks humans perform. Countless studies have demonstrated that spatially
distinct regions of the neocortex are responsible for different types of specialized processing. The
computational roles played by various neocortical regions are extremely diverse and essential to the
intellectual behavior exhibited by humans. Experiments have isolated in individual humans regions
of the neocortex which specialize in a variety of domains including verbs, music perception, low-level
sensory processing, language, tactile shape recognition (stereognosis) and visual attention.
1.2.2 Functional Imaging
Methods of functional imaging such as fMRI and PET have helped display the excitation of areas
of the neocortex during a variety of cognitive tasks. Regions in an individual and across individuals
have been shown to correlate with very reasonable computational modules in the cognitive task being
performed. The most obvious of these modules have been the computational modules closest to the
periphery of sensation. Low-level primary and secondary sensory regions of neocortex have been
clearly viewed performing relevant sensory tasks. Other higher level neocortical regions have been
clearly segmented and viewed performing computations on words, motion and image recognition.
The so called association cortices have been less readily interpretable but have been implicated in
tasks such as attention.
Gross functional imaging has provided good evidence about the extent of the involvement of the
neocortex in intellectual tasks of humans. But, other data is necessary to infer the degree to which
Figure 1-2: PET scan showing activation in the Neocortex when, from left to right, the persons eyes
are closed, is viewing white light and is viewing a complex scene. This picture is from [13].
the neocortex is involved in these tasks. Using functional imaging on patients with neocortical
damage has helped to convey some of the importance of the neocortex. Also, fMRI is capable
of highly refined spatial investigations of activation and has been used effectively to dramatically
demonstrate the plasticity of the neocortex. Some of these results will be discussed later. Electrical
Stimulation and cases of brain damage also give vivid portrayals of the significant role the neocortex
plays in mental tasks.
1.2.3 Electrical Stimulation
In myriad experiments, electrical stimulation has demonstrated that the neocortex represents, in-
terprets, and rerepresents the world at many levels of abstraction in parallel. Most of these repre-
sentations appear to work in representational spaces consisting of elements which are highly related.
Once again, the ways in which these elements are related must be better defined. In some sense
these elements appear to be similar and tend to carry more information about each other than about
representational elements in other regions.
The following account gives a good example of the types of representations which are present in
the neocortex. In preparation for the removal of epileptic tissue, the neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield
electrically stimulated locations in the brains of awake patients. When stimulating the primary
auditory cortex in the temporal lobe, patients would report that they experienced raw unrefined
auditory sensations. However, when he stimulated locations in the superior temporal gyrus, patients
would report that they heard sounds which were extremely realistic. Some of these perceived sounds
were full blown hallucinations while others were orderly tranformations of actual sounds from the
environment. As one might infer from these results, the superior temporal gyrus is considered a high
level auditory neocortical region. [13, 254]
1.2.4 Brain Damage in Humans and Animals
Brain damage in humans and animals has also served to highlight the importance of regions of the
neocortex. The loss of regions devoted to particular types of tasks, like language, results in an
inability to perform the task.
For example, the cortex region V1 has different functions across species. Removing V1 from cats
has little effect on their behavior. (Sprague et al. 1977) Monkeys are more effected by the removal
of V1. Monkeys are initially blinded by the removal of Vi. However, eventually the monkey learns
to function without it performing tasks such as obstacle avoidance, but with very weak performance.
(Humphrey 1974) Damage to area VI blinds humans. In severe cases humans have no obvious visual
abilities. Only with careful experiments are investigators able to demonstrate minor subconscious
blind-sight abilities. [26, 155] These experiments seem to indicate that humans are more dependent
on cortical processing than other mammals.
No other brain regions are so clearly devoted to the performance of such specific intellectual
tasks. Instead, regions such as the hippocampus and cerebellum appear to be responsible for par-
ticular types of functions which are useful across all problem domains. Evidence indicates that the
hippocampus specializes in long-term memory and the cerebellum specializes in timing. But, in
order to estimate the relative importance of the neocortex to other mental structures, historical and
cross species comparisons are useful.
1.2.5 Phylogeny of the Neocortex
The Neocortex vs. the Paleocortex
The human cortex is divided into the neocortex and the paleocortex. The paleocortex is composed
of the hippocampus and the olfactory cortex which together make up about 10% of the total human
cortex. The paleocortical stuctures differ from the neocortex in several ways. First, the anatomical
structure is fundamentally different. Whereas the neocortex is stratified into six distinct layers, the
olfactory cortex has three layers and the hippocampus has only two. Two layers of the olfactory
cortex have cell bodies while the third has no cell bodies. In the hippocampus, cell bodies are present
in one layer and absent in the other. Second, the neocortex and paleocortex are distinguished by
their phylogenetic origins and their homologous structures across species. The olfactory cortex and
hippocampus are phylogenetically older than the neocortex. Phylogenetically chemical senses are
one of the oldest senses.
The Evolution of the Neocortex's Size
" The fourfold expansion of the hominid brain did not start until the ice ages began,
2.5 million years ago. Ice cores from Greenland show frequent abrupt cooling episodes
superimposed on the more stately rhythms of ice advance and retreat. Whole forests
disappeared within several decades because of drastic drops in temperature and rainfall.
The warm rains returned with equal suddenness several centuries later [8]."
Strong anthropological evidence indicates that within a short evolutionary time frame of approx-
Imately 2.5 million years the size of the neocortex increased to around four times its initial size.
This evidence, combined with evidence of the environment, indicates that strong selective pressures
were put on these ancient humans. One clear hypothesis for the rapid increase in neocortical size
was that it conveyed a powerful selective advantage. Given that brains are cumbersome in terms
of the energy expended moving them, maneuvering them, and powering them, it is highly likely
that some selective advantage existed to offset these inherent costs of such a large increase in brain
size. As most of the increase in brain size was neocortical it is not unreasonable to include this as
evidence for the power of the neocortex. However, it is important to recognize that it was within
this time frame that human language developed. Language may or may not have been a separate
development from the increased cortical size. Even if language was a separate development in brain
processing, it would seem that the a larger neocortex was needed to support it. Although, in this
case the importance of neocortical size might be mitigated. If special language processing exists,
does it reside in the cortex?
1.2.6 Cross Species Comparisons
"Did our intelligence arise from having more of what other animals have? The two-
millimeter-thick cerebral cortex is the part of the brain most involved with making novel
associations. Ours is extensively wrinkled but, were it flattened out, it would occupy
four sheets of typing paper. A chimpanzee's cortex would fit on one sheet, a monkey's
on a postcard, a rat's on a stamp [8]."
Human and animal brains share a great deal of structure and hence lend themselves to worthwhile
comparitive study. In particular, the relationships between the cortical brain structures in humans
and structures which appear to have similar form and function in animals provide evidence for the
importance of the neocortex. Nearly all of the cerebral cortex of fish is olfactory cortex. Also, most
of the cerebral cortex in reptiles and birds is olfactory cortex. [13, pg284] [21, pg44]
A great deal of controversy exists over efforts to use anatomical measurements of animal brains
to estimate their intelligence. These efforts are complicated by the increases in brain size due to
increases in body mass. For example, the African elephant has a brain mass of approximately 7,500
grams compared to the human brain's 1,500 grams. Other measures such as EQ (encephalization
quotient which measures brain weight with respect to the expected brain weight of a mammal of the
same size) and the ratio of brain to body mass have also been critized. The size or relative size of the
neocortex has also been used as a measure of cross-species intelligence with some success. One major
criticism of this approach has been the example of the phylogenetically primitive spiny anteater or
Echidna. The spiny anteater along with the duck billed platypus are the only two remaining members
of the monotremes, a class of mammals which branched off earlier than marsupials from the placental
line. The spiny anteater has an extremely large neocortex with respect to the rest of its brain. The
neocortex of the spiny anteater is 43% of its total brain weight. The basal group of the primates,
promisians, has an average ratio of 54%. Some have argued that given that the spiny anteater is
a very primitive animal with correspondingly low intelligence, neocortical measures of intelligence
must be in error. However, as Stephen Jay Gould pointed out, spiny anteaters are actually very
intelligent creatures relative to so called higher placental mammals with similar brain mass. Batteries
of learning tests and studies have shown that the prejudice against so called primitive mammals is
in error. Consequently, the neocortex appears to hold up fairly well as a measure of intelligence in
the animal world. Of course, like most of the evidence presented, this evidence is circumstantial
particularly since animal intelligence and intelligence in general are so ill defined [12] [14].
1,3 How General is the Neocortex?
The most impressive and alluring aspect of the neocortex is its plasticity. Through development and
learning, the neocortex very flexibly allocates computational resources to perform tasks relevant to
the human. What makes the neocortex such a worthwhile system for investigation is its uniformity.
Anatomy and case studies indicate that the computational processes performed all across the neo-
cortex are the same prior to specialization. This is due to the existing connections and input stimuli.
If this enticing hypothesis turns out to be true, then the neocortex could be a huge part of a general
learning solution to the problem of creating artificial human intelligence.
1.3.1 Anatomical Uniformity
"The common properties of sensations- modality (or quality), intensity, duration, and
location in space- correspond to common attributes of the physical stimuli that activate
the different sensory systems. This may be one reason why all the sensory systems have
similar anatomical organization[13, 372]."
The human neocortex has very uniform anatomy across its entire extent. As mentioned before it
always has six layers. Even after specialization, these six layers tend to connect with one another in
similar ways at all locations in the neocortex. Although the sizes, function, and interconnectivity of
the region and columnar structure of the neocortex vary across the neocortex many aspects of these
representations stay the same. For example, all of the primary sensory cortices have topographic
maps as input. Furthermore, topographic maps appear to be a consistent type of organization in
most regions of the neocortex.
1.3.2 Large Scale Reorganizations of the Neocortex
Visual Projections Routed to the Auditory Pathway
At MIT in the department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences Mriganka Sur's lab has been investi-
gating what happens when the input to the neocortex is altered. In their work on neonate ferrets,
they reroute the visual output of a group of retinal ganglion cells to the auditory thalamus (medial
geniculate nucleus, MGN). Consequently, instead of this visual input going through the visual tha-
lamus (lateral geniculate nucleus, LGN) to the primary visual cortex (V1), this visual input enters
the primary auditory cortex (Al) via the MGN.
After a ferret has fully developed they acquire in vivo measurements of the responses of the
neurons in the ferret's auditory cortex. In one study they found that the cells in Al which formed
as a result of the rerouted visual input qualitatively resembled the cells which form in area V1 [23].
They had previously demonstrated that these cells form a visual topographic map. Cells which
responded to visual stimuli with simple, complex and nonoriented receptive fields were found in
similar proportions to analogous cells found in Vi. In addition, they measured cells which exhibited
orientation, direction and velocity selectivity as well as ocular dominance properties much like cells
in V1. Some of the complex cells in Al even showed end-stopping.
Three noteworthy differences between the measurements of the cells in Al and V1 did exist. The
cells in Al were more difficult to excite than cells in V1. Also, the cells in Al took longer to respond
after visual stimulation. And lastly, the cells in Al had much larger receptive fields than the cells
in V1.
Clearly these three differences call into question the degree to which the neocortex is anatomically
and functionally uniform. Fortunately for the hypothesis put forward in this section, these three
differences appear to be accounted for by the retinal thalamic input to Al. In the discussion within
the paper, the authors explain that the procedure they used to reroute the retinal signals only
modified the paths of one type of retinal cell. They go on to say that the cells which were rerouted,
retinal W cells, are characterized by slowly conducting weakly myelinated axons, large and diffuse
receptive fields, and high latency responses. As one might expect, further complications could have
been introduced by routing retinal signals through the MGN which has a different structure from
the LGN and presumeably less plasticity than the neocortex. They claim that the highly convergent
and divergent connections in the MGN in conjunction with the properties of retinal W cells may
account for the descrepencies between the Al and V1 cells.
Of course any number of explanations including differences between Al and V1 could have
contributed to these three distinctions. Moreover, the measurements they made, although thorough,
are still at an abstract and qualitative level. Thus, differences many which would not show up in these
qualitative comparisons could exist. But even with these caveats, this evidence for similar learning
and developmental processes across the entire neocortex regardless of the modality is exciting.
Currently the group appears to be working to gain a more detailed understanding of the MGN.
In doing so they have discovered exciting results. They found that within the MGN the afferent
neurons from the retina were segregated by ocular origin. But, unlike in the LGN which segregates
retinal input into layers of uniform ocular origin, the MGN segregated them into scattered clusters
of uniform ocular origin. Thus, both the afferent neurons and the receiving area contributed to the
resulting structure [3]. Hopefully, out of this work a more refined explanation of their results from
1992 will emerge.
Hemispherectomies
"Young children who damage their left hemisphere typically regain the ability to speak.
In these cases the right hemisphere develops the requisite speach and language processing
centers [13, 359]."
Every year in the United States dozens of individuals are given hemispherectomies. At Johns
Hopkins Medical Institutions alone, 52 hemispherectomies were performed between 1975 and 1994.
This operation typically removes or incapacitates the majority of the cortical matter in one of the
patient's hemispheres in order to reduce or prevent seizures. As one might expect, this operation
is only performed in extreme cases for which the cause is well isolated in a single hemisphere.
Three broad categories of pathological conditions lead to such cases of epilepsy. Rasmussend's
encephalitis, errors in brain developmental and vascular syndromes are each capable of causing
debilitating seizures which merit the procedure. The general operation at Johns Hopkins involves
a series of four lobectomies starting with a temporal lobectomy, then a frontal lobectomy, next a
parietal lobectomy and finally an occipital lobectomy. The type of lobectomies performed is called
decortication which leaves most of the basal ganglia and thalamus intact and leaves a thin layer of
white matter.
After the operation patients usually lose conciousness for a few days. In one case an individual
who's operation later proved to be a success was in a coma for over a month. In the majority of
cases the patients have survived free of seizures. But the truly astounding aspect of these operations
is that over 40% of the patients have recovered ostensibly normal mental abilities. Children younger
than six who have had their left hemisphere removed routinely recover their linguistic abilities. For
instance, one patient regained his language abilities which originally took nine months to acquire in
a period of two months. Functional brain imaging verified that new language centers formed in the
remaining right hemisphere.
These examples of mental tasks reforming in a different area of the cortex have been demonstrated
in a variety of brain damage cases. Young patients tend to recover much more effectively than
adults. Children younger than eleven frequently demonstrate efficient and dramatic transfers of
mental processes to undamaged areas of the cortex. Adults do transfer processes, but less efficiently
and less dramatically. In particular, adults have much more difficulty regaining linguistic processes
in an alternate hemisphere. (Although transfer is the commonly used term it is probably not the
most accurate term for describing the reorganization of the brain in these cases[10][25].)
In the hemispherectomy cases, highly circumstantial evidence indicates that the maximal per-
formance attainable in various psychological tests is limited by the amount of cortex devoted to
the relevant tasks. But when combined with other sources of evidence a reasonable case can be
made for the hypothesis that the amount of neocortex available for processing is a crucial limiting
factor in a human's cognitive abilities. For several reasons this limiting factor is unlikely to have any
noticeable bearing on the cognitive abilities of average individuals. First, the variance in cortical
size from human to human is small. Second, few individuals stretch their capacity for computation
to the limit. Third, given the small variation in size other factors such as motivation, experience and
development have a much larger influence on the make up of an individual's intellect. In contrast,
young children who have significant portions of their cortex removed or damaged are more likely
to be noticeably affected by these limitations due to the extreme comparitive size difference. Yet
even here the comparison would need to be made between their abilities after the operation and the
abilities they would have had if they had not sufferred a debilitating form of epilepsy.
Unfortunately, measuring their intellectual potential prior to the operation is impossible due to
the repercussions such extreme cases of epilepsy have on development and learning. One possibility
might be to collect data on a statistically significant sample of children and their parents and utilize
statistics collected in studies of IQ and heredity to infer the abilities one would expect. Of course,
even in this situation epilepsy is a confounding variable which may void the applicability of the
studies of heredity. A more practical, although nearly as ambiguous, possibility would involve the
post operation comparison of single hemisphere children with an appropriately normalized sample
of two hemisphere children. For example, one test which was informally mentioned [25] examined
the ability of a single hemisphere child to name as many fast objects as possible in 20 seconds. The
child was able to name less than half the number of objects usually named by children of the same
age. Perhaps tests with low variance could reveal differences in performance of single hemisphered
children which are qualitatively distinct from more common mental ailments? Unlike, children with
Down's syndrome and some other forms of mental retardation, most single hemisphere children have
very normal personalities and social interactions. Maybe instead of 7 +/- 1 short term memory
"slots", they only have 3 +/- 1 short term memory "slots"? Future research in this area will be
extremely interesting, especially in terms of using functional imaging to determine the reorganization
of processes other than language in the remaining hemisphere.
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Chapter 2
Image Tools for Brain
Development
2.1 Why The Tools are Important
The goal of this work is to begin the exploration of new techniques for visual learning. Just as the
path and progress of human's spatial exploration of the universe has been heavily affected by vehicles
of transit, the mental and physical tools a researcher chooses to use have a profound influence on
the research he or she conducts. Computational tools such as calculus have empowered physicists
to better model and comprehend various phenomena of the universe. Likewise, mechanical tools
such as screwdrivers, wrenches and lathes have helped engineers construct large telescopes. As
one uses physical and computational tools to accomplish goals these tools become implicitly and
explicitly internalized into the the mind. Good tools, both physical and computational, help one
think effectively.
Not all tools and environments for research are created equally well. For instance, Prof. Gerald
Sussman and Prof. Jack Wisdom of MIT have reformulated variational mechanics using much more
powerful notation for partial differential equations[?]. Through their work, ambiguities and fallacies
within the literature of variational mechanics have been exposed. These problems arose because of
the often vague traditional notation for PDEs. The system of physical symbols which they applied
to these problems improved students comprehension of the material as well as researchers' abilities
to constructively think about physics.
What is the relevance of all this build up? The image acquisition tools usually used by researchers
are heavily biased towards particular types of solutions. These image acquisition environments make
the exploration of some important categories of ideas very costly. One of the small, yet necessary,
accomplishments of the work described in this thesis was the creation of a very primitive set of tools
Figure 2-1: Cog's color head. It has four color CCD cameras and four degrees of freedom.
for the exploration of active vision algorithms, which have a different basis set of biases.
2.2 The Active Vision Head
In this work, algorithms were implemented on a robotic real-time machine vision system. The
research benefits from and relates to the humanoid robot called Cog [7]. As part of the Cog project
Brian Scassellati, Milton Wong and Elmer Lee constructed the 4 degree of freedom machine vision
system which was used in this research. As shown in Figure 2-1, the machine vision system is
modeled after a human head. The robotic head has a total of four color CCD cameras. However,
this research only used 8 bit gray-scale images. Each side of the head has two cameras, one with a
wide angle lens and the other with a narrow angle, foveal, lens. The two camera pairs can be panned
independently for vergence behavior. All four cameras must be tilted together. The head can also
rotate around a neck pivot, giving a total of four degrees of freedom. Within this research the neck
was held fixed and only three degrees of freedom were used.
The algorithms were programmed in parallel C for an array of C40 digital signal processors.
Included in this array were four high performance frame grabbers, two independent C40 processors,
a graphical display card, and a specialized image processing board. The C40 array is attached to
a PentiumPro computer which serves as the front end of the system. The PentiumPro computer
also holds motor control boards by MEI. This computational platform is well suited to the intensive
demands of real-time image processing and robotic control algorithms.
2.3 Advantages of an Active Vision Real-Time Environ-
ment for Exploration
The potential advantages of using a robotic active vision system have been well documented [4] [1].
These advantages are especially important for algorithms which attempt to emulate the visual learn-
ing performed by human infants. Standard pre-recorded video footage lacks many of the powerful
constraints which human infants use to simplify learning. For example, many complex interactions
between the vision system's motor output and its visual environment are not possible with pre-
recorded video. Standard techniques which use motion parallax, vergence and accommodation to
actively query the environment are not possible. Moreover, the behavior of adult humans is highly
dependent on the movement of an infant's eyes. Since adult humans form the most important part
of a developing infant's visual environment, these non-trivial real-time interactions are significant.
Robotic machine vision platforms allow a learning algorithm to take full advantage of the simplifying
mechanisms used by developing infants.
Perhaps the most disturbing bias influencing a great deal of today's vision work it the lack
of attention to real-time processing. As alluded to throughout this paper, time is a dimension
of immense importance to human intelligence and the structure of the human mind. Time and
computation are inextricably intertwined. To ignore or gloss over the temporal complexity of various
algorithms is to potentially relegate them to the realm of theoretical models and very specialized
applications. Good theoretical models can be useful as they lead to new ways of thinking and
practical approximations. However, qualitatively different and perhaps more general solutions may
arise out of real-time considerations. In order for intelligent behavior to occur, processing must be
at many time scales which complement one another. Liu et. al. do a good job describing some of
these issues and pathologies within the subfield of motion processing [16]. At the current rate of
increase in computational power a large portion of the motion algorithms evaluated are unlikely to
achieve frame rate within the next 10 years.
Working with an active vision system not only affects the would be development of an artificial
mind, it affects the mind of the researcher attempting to build the artificial mind. Besides the
ability to design, build and test active vision techniques, a real-time active vision system allows the
researcher to gain intuition for algorithms which perform in real-time. For example, the behavior of
motion algorithms can be more easily investigated by watching their output in real-time. Of course,
the quick exploration of vision algorithms requires that image processing tools be available, easy to
use and well understood by the researcher.
2.4 Algorithm Speed vs. Programmer Efficiency
In real-time active vision a premium is placed on the computational time complexity of algorithms.
Latency and throughput are key issues when one wishes to have real-time interpretation of and
interaction with the visual world. The frame rate of the processing is inversely proportional to
the time required for each computational cycle. Unfortunately, the unwitting researcher, including
myself, can be easily duped into spending too much time coding an algorithm for efficiency. In an
effort to postpone this behavior until an algorithm is either highly likely to work or slowly working,
several modular and general image processing modules should be readily available. Inevitably,
without highly intelligent compilation, modularity and generality detract from the time performance
of an algorithm. Fortunately, most low-level and some high-level vision processing algorithms can be
partially tested prior to real-time performance. For example, objects of interest can be moved more
slowly. The primary difficulties arise when the active vision platform must be tested with stimuli
at an unalterable rate. For example, the intricacies of natural human interaction can be difficult to
slow down as they often result from unconscious behaviors.
2.5 Visualization
Evaluating the performance of a vision algorithm often requires the analysis of extremely high
dimensional data. Much of this data is most readily interpretable when analyzed with the researcher's
visual system. For example, the output of a motion algorithm can be more easily interpreted when
put in the form of graphically displayed vectors. Although this data can be down loaded in a batch
form and viewed with standard visualization tools, large advantages are gained by watching the
visually presented data in conjunction with the running real-time vision algorithm.
2.6 The Basic Tools
A variety of simple modular tools were developed in the course of this work. They are by no means
great tools, but they are a start. They can be divided into primitive tools for image processing and
primitive tools for visualization. A list of the bulk of these tools follows:
void init_frames();
void init_image();
/**************** DISPLAY AND GRAPHICS *****************/
v***********************t***************
void display_image(int *input_image,
struct DisplayInfo *input_dispinfo);
void display_frame(struct Frame *input_frame,
struct DisplayInfo *input_dispinfo);
void display_filter(struct MatchFilter *input_filter,
struct DisplayInfo *input_dispinfo);
void display_position(struct Map *input_map,
struct DisplayInfo *input_dispinfo);
void new_drawline(int *im, int imsizey, int x, int y,
int width, int length, int bright, float orient);
void testnewdrawline(int delay);
void save imagefile(int *image, char *name,
int savdex, int binary);
/+****+**************** *****************************/
/*$$$****+ ++ ++***** + + ++*+**+******* ***  *****/
/********************** GRABBING **********************/
/**+*++************************************************/
void init_grabber();
void calibrateav_log(int scale, int num_frames, float *min, float *max);
void calibratehist_av_log(int scale, int num_frames, float percent,
float *min, float *max, int uselog);
void scaleimage_avlog(int scale, struct Frame *grabbed_frame);
void init_loglut();
void set_norm_lut(float min, float max, int uselog);
/********************* TRACKING *******************/
/*****************************************************/
void best_match_pixel(int *image, int sizex, int sizey,
int pixel_value,
int x, int y,
int searchheight, int searchwidth,
int *deltax, int *deltay,
int *deltav);
/, *************** **~~$$$********* ************/
/*********************************************************/
/********************** image **********************/
/*********************************************************/
void normalize_image(int *image, int sizex, int sizey, int min, int max);
void display_image(int *inputimage, struct DisplayInfo *input_dispinfo);
void clear_image(int *input_image, int sizex, int sizey);
void thresh_image(int *image, int sizex, int sizey, int low, int high, int inside);
/*if inside=TRUE it keeps all values in the range*/
/*if inside=FALSE it keeps all values outside the range*/
void binary_image(int *image, int sizex, int sizey, int thresh);
void binary_clip_image(int *image, int *binary_map, int sizex, int sizey);
void top_image(int *image, int sizex, int sizey, int thresh);
void bottom_image(int *image, int sizex, int sizey, int thresh);
void split_image(int *inimage, int *outimage,
int sizex, int sizey,
int low, int high);
void add_image(int *sumimage, int *addimage);
/*********************************************************/
/*********************************************************/
/****************** Edge Detecting **********************/
/**********************************************************
void odd_conv(int filt_cent, int norm_add, int norm_div,
int *filt, int *output);
void fast_two_edge_conv(int *image);
void fast_two_edge_av();
void fast_av(int *image, int size);
void fast3_av(int *image);
void normalize3_av();
void normalize_av(int norm);
void two_edge_conv();
void two_edge_orient_mag();
void disp_orient_mag(int *image);
/*********************f**************************/
/********************** histogram **********************/
/*********************************************************/
void make_histogram(int *map, int mapsizex, int mapsizey,
int *data, int datasize);
int max_histogram(int *data, int datasize);
void top-n.histogram(int *data, int datasize, int n,
int *low, int *high, int *highsum);
void cliphistogram(int *data, int datasize, int clip);
void av_histogram(int *data, int datasize, int avsize);
void draw_histogram(int *data, int datasize,
int *outputim, int imsizex, int imsizey,
int linewidth, int histheight, int maxvalue);
void draw_vertjline(int *im, int imsizex,
int x, int y,
int width, int height, int bright);
void show_currentmap_histogram(int av_size);
/*********************************************************
/************* Motion Detection **********************
/*************************************************/*****
void set_coordinates(struct Map *input_map);
void set combinationregion(struct Map *mapl,
struct Map *map2,
struct Map *combinemap);
void make_correlationmotionmap();
void makedifferencemotion_map();
void dispnormal flow(int *image);
void normal_flow();
/***************************UPING*************************
/*********************************************************
/******************** GROUPING *************************/
void createconnection_list(int *o, int *m, int *a, int *image);
void insert_connection(struct Connection *con);
void initmemberships();
void initconnections();
void renumber membership();
void preparemembershipfordisplay();
void growregions(int *image);
void testconnection_list();
void avpreparemembershipfordisplay();
void create_8connection_list(int *o, int *m, int *a, int *image);
void make_connection(int cindex, int ptl, int pt2,
int *0o, int *m, int *a, int *image);
/************** Histogram Grouping **********************/
void n_contours(int *image, int n);
void get contourn(int *image, int *output, int n);
void n_normcontours(int *image, int n);
void print contourinfo();
/************* MultiScale Averaging *******************/
void fun_withaveraging();
/*******$****** $$****** $$/*
Chapter 3
In Pursuit of Object Tracking
3.1 Tracking Objects is Hard
Contrary to what one might expect from the wealth of literature describing working systems, smooth
robotic tracking of moving objects is not really a solved problem [2, 20, 11, 27, 22, 6]. Fundamentally,
in order for a robotic system to robustly track objects it must make use of sophisticated representa-
tions of the object being tracked. Only with representations and computations which implicitly take
advantage of a great deal of knowledge about the visual domain and the object being tracked will
a robotic system be able to approach the tracking abilities of the human visual system. Of course
this does not mean that explicit models of the environment using centralized representations should
be used. It simply states that in order for a robotic tracking system to perform comparably to a
human, its reactions to changes in the image must be based on a great deal of implicit knowledge
about the task being performed, the object, and the environment. For some specific tracking tasks
the required knowledge may be easily stated and encoded into the design of an automated tracking
system. But general robust tracking remains an elusive target.
3.1.1 Human Ability
As humans I we tend to take for granted our ability to effortlessly track objects whose projection on
our retina varies as much as the following:
1. a single football player on TV from huddle to tackle
2. an olympic swimmer from the start to the finish of a race
3. a morphing Terminator II running through a cluttered building
SI hope that someday machines which read will find this assumption offensive
4. a mirror moving through a crowded room
5. a jet fighter performing a barrel role
6. a clear plastic sandwich bag falling to the ground
7. a sheet of tinfoil flying through the air
8. a piece of cardboard with many cut out holes
9. smoke out of a pipe
10. shadows projecting onto a patterned curtain which is blowing in the wind
Each of these tasks is difficult for different reasons. A football player is frequently occluded,
rapidly changes direction and configuration, and can be mistaken for many other objects on the
field with similar appearance and behavior. A swimmer moves into and out of a material which
produces hard to predict yet distinctive optical distortions. A morphing figure changes its appear-
ance so greatly that the only link between the beginning state and ending state is the morphing
transformation. A moving mirror mimics its surroundings. A plastic sandwich bag is transparent
and has an easily varied configuration. Tinfoil sparkles and also lacks solid form. Smoke out of a
pipe disappears into thin air (a fascinating phenomenon to kids who try to catch it). The shadows
and the curtain follow conflicting paths and lead to distinct interpretations.
In order for us to achieve these feats of intelligent percection we must first in some way specify
the aspect of the environment we are interested in observing. This part of the problem is strongly
related to attention and as such has both top-down and bottom-up components. Lower level systems
are predisposed to find continuity in certain stimuli and will often track these changes automatically
if they are not controlled. Think of how hard it is not to avoid watching a remote control car zoom
by you. Higher level systems can bring more global knowledge to bear on a problem. If we were
interested in observing the nearest wing tip of the jet fighter we would soon realize that the object
which we were interested in observing is no longer visible. However, based on our knowledge of the
jet fighter and its motion we might continue to follow the jet fighter with the expectation that the
point of interest would soon reappear. If, on the otherhand, we were interested in observing the
entire jet fighter we would do so without interruption for as long as it was in eye sight, after which
we might wait around hoping for it to come back. If the plane exploded while we were watching it
we would no longer bother to look for it and we would proceed to duck.
For any given situation high level control of tracking has many options for controlling behavior.
For each of these examples we could select many different points of interest to observe. We could track
the mirror or something which is reflected in the mirror. We could track the morphing Terminator
II or his right hand. Moreover, we could choose to monitor and track very abstract features of these
objects. Analyzing the reach of the swimmer's stroke and analyzing the height of the ellipses traced
out by the movement of the swimmer's arms would lead to different tracking behavior.
Humans can learn to track stimuli in ways which are optimized for the task they are performing.
In common everyday behaviors smooth tracking is rarely a task unto itself. We seemlessly integrate
it with other visual skills in an effort to perform the task on which we are currently focused. If
our endeavors require the same difficult visual object tracking day in and day out we will learn to
perform the task better by learning what to expect. For example, some people spend a lifetime
learning to block soccer balls or catch baseballs. For example, we might learn to focus on features
of the object, and to anticipate the object's motion.
3.1.2 The Advantages of Visual Tracking
What benefits of visual tracking can justify the computational costs? Visually tracking a stimulus
of interest such that it remains in the center of the eyes or cameras is advantageous in a number of
tasks. Humans and some machine vision systems have eyes or cameras which use a non-constant
spatial sampling of the image plane. Systems with foveated sampling such as a log-polar distribution
clearly benefit from this approach. Also, most optical systems have performance which is closest to
an ideal optical system around the center of their field of view. Viewing a point of interest with
few optical distortions and aberrations is clearly advantageous. Without prior knowledge about
the specific task a good assumption is that the relevance of visual context for a point of interest
decreases monotonically with distance from the object and is not dependent on the angle. So, in
general, it is desirable to maximize the visible area surrounding a point of interest. Furthermore,
centering a moving object on the image plane gives the most tolerance for unpredicted motion of the
object. In addition, a camera which remains stationary is only able to capture visual information
about the projected volume of space. Actively moving the camera allows an object to be tracked
over much greater distances. Finally, when interacting with one another, humans are very attentive
to each other's eye movements. Moving a robot's cameras in ways which are analagous to human
eye movements may improve communication and the suspension of disbelief about the sentience of
the other communicator. How important smooth pursuit eye behavior is to these interactions is as
yet unknown.
3.1.3 Some Common Sources of Image Variation
In the computer vision literature a number of sources of image variation are frequently cited. The
types of image variation which are likely to occur during tracking are worth noting prior to an
analysis of various algorithms and techniques.
1. rotation Any rigid geometric structure in the environment can be rotated around three axes.
This operation hides previously visible areas on the surface and displays previously invisible
areas.
2. translation Any rigid geometric structure in the environment can be translated in three
dimensions. Due to the perspective projection onto the retina any translation perpendicular
to the image plane has significant effects on the appearance of the object.
3. occlusion Objects are often occluded by other objects in the environment. When an object
moves relative to a source of occlusion the image of the object changes.
4. shadows Shadows are often divided into attached and cast shadows. Attached shadows result
from a surface facing away from a light source. Cast shadows are projected onto the surfaces
of object from itself or other objects by blocking the source of illumination. The appearance
of cast shadows varies considerably with motion.
5. specularities Materials in the environment often reflect some portion of the light projected
on to them. Often this results in the appearance of bright spots or regions when the object is
in certain positions. Often times specularities do not move with the surface of the object from
which they are being reflected.
6. lighting The lighting in an environment often fluctuates. Also, motion with respect to the
lighting changes the visual properties of an object considerably.
7. configuration Many objects do not have a fixed form. Often the form of an object changes
over time. Often objects can assume any form within some n-dimensional configuration space.
For example, a human hand moves its fingers and smoke diffusing.
8. transparency Smoke, glass, water and plastic wrap are transparent or translucent. Thus,
their appearance is influenced by what they are occluding and reflecting.
9. albedo Markings on the surface of an object are rarely dynamic but they can make segmenting
the object from the world especially difficult. An object with camouflage in the jungle is a
standard example.
10. rate of change The time course of the visual properties of an object is important. If properties
change too quickly or too slowly tracking becomes difficult.
Depending on the task, a tracking system could either ignore a particular source of variation or
use it to determine the appropriate motor output. For instance, if the tracking system is paying
attention to the entire jet fighter it should ignore its object rotations. In contrast, if the point
of attention is a marking on the body of the jet fighter then the effects of rotation should not be
ignored.
3.2 General Considerations
Witnessing human performance and science's knowledge about the neocortex creates a tantalizing
objective in some researcher's minds. Perhaps very general solutions to the problems of artificial
human intelligence exist. Even more tempting is the possibility that these solutions will require
a minimum of domain specific coding due to their ability to autonomously learn about the world.
This goal is probably a good goal to have. But, these are very tough problems and in the interim,
progress must be made. One good way for an individual researcher to make progress is by building
intuition for the problem domains at which humans excel, particularly domains associated with the
basic senses. In this vein, the exploration of many simple ideas which will probably fail is worthwhile.
Besides, a researcher would hate to spend his or her life looking for an answer and find out it was a
simple solution that was neglected because of its simplicity.
The decisions made at the beginning of a design sometimes have the largest impact on the results.
Just in case, a few initial decisions will be analyzed.
3.2.1 Low Dimensional Intelligence
One of the long term goals of this research is to work towards the creation of low-dimensional intelli-
gence. The primary hope behind low-dimensional intelligence is that a system with relatively small
amounts of input data, lots of computational power by the standards of today's digital technology,
and loose requirements on the speed and accuracy of processing could demonstrate human like intel-
ligence. In this scheme, some simple behaviors would run at near real-time rates in order to interface
with the environment at human time scales. While these rapid behaviors maintained a legitimate
interface to the world, much slower high level processing would run in the background with the hopes
of producing behavior similar to a very slow human with minimal sensory input. Multiple levels of
processing with drastically increasing time complexity might be useful. The working hypothesis for
this hopeful goal is that human intelligence scales well and continues to exist with respect to. the
amount of sensory data available and the computational speed and accuracy of that data. Some
circumstantial evidence for this comes from the observation that humans tend to function well even
when they have had to develop with greatly reduced sensory input. Also, many tasks performed by
humans are executed with a widely varying range of temporal efficiency and accuracy. Even novices
in most domains exhibit important characteristics of human intelligence.
3.2.2 One Object at a Time
All of the experiments for this thesis were to work toward the goal of a system which is only able to
focus on one object at a time. Humans perform many interesting visual tasks while mostly attending
to a single object. Many interesting experiments, such as those dealing with occlusion, test human
infants' reactions to one primary and a couple of secondary objects. Often the secondary objects are
only important to the extent that they influence or are influenced by the primary object. Limiting
the system to a single object of primary attention appears to be a good simplification.
3.2.3 Image Resolution
The first attempt to determine a good image resolution with which to work was very optimistically
based on the ability of people to interpret still and moving images of a single object from the cameras.
The intent was to use large images, which take a long time to process, for attentional processes which
would locate an interesting object and initialize the object tracking prior to movement and realtime
interaction. After the target had been selected the system would gradually digitally zoom with
subsampling and averaging or using the foveal cameras until the object filled a significant percentage
of a smaller window. The size of this smaller window was based on the results of testing human
ability to interpret the contents of the window. The size of the actual window used through the
course of most of this work was about 64 x 64. Besides its computational convenience this size was
a little larger than the window size necessary for people to interpret many different isolated objects
placed in the window. However, converting the algorithms to run with a different resolution only
requires changing a variable in the overall include file.
Clearly, relying on the human visual system as a measure of adequate infomation is problematic.
Due to vast amounts of experience and learned knowledge embedded in a multitude of specialized
processors, humans are able to interpret images with very few cues. For example, humans can often
interpret very low quality binary edges extracted from images. Most humans acquire and organize
this knowledge over long periods of time with the help of all the senses, exploration of the world and
implicit social assistance. Although this knowledge band approach can successfully interpret these
low-resolution images it is unclear whether or not the knowledge necessary to interpret these images
could be learned by viewing and exploring the world with only these low-resolution images.
Most processing time goes up with at least the square of the image radius so real-time processing
quickly becomes unfeasible with higher resolutions. As mentioned in the tools section, in future
research it might be wise to initially use high resolution image data and test the validity of algorithms
at low speed. A huge number of variables could lead to the failure of an algorithm, it would be a
shame to abandon an algorithm solely because it needed a little higher resolution. If one is aware
that an algorithm works at a higher resolution, suitable adjustments might make it function at lower
resolutions.
3.2.4 Frame Rate
The issues involved with frame rate are closely related to issues of spatial resolution. If the robot is
supposed to interact with humans or other natural phenomena which humans routinely encounter,
then the robot needs to temporally sample the world at a rate which will allow it to successfully
interpret the world at human time scales. Humans are well matched to the rate of change of
the world at their scale of existence. Bullets and other phenomena usually move too quickly for
humans to interpret. (Tracer bullets are interpretable due to their high brightness and resultant
temporal averaging on the retina.) Edgerton opened up a new world by using strobe lights to explore
visual phenomena which are usually too fast for human perception. Many other visual phenomena
move too slowly for human visual perception. This quickly becomes evident when one watches a
super fast forward movie of vegetation. The vegetation actually looks alive! What these examples
demonstrate is the strong constraint put on human visual performance and learning by defining the
visually interpretable time scales. We can imagine a world where we perceive visual phenomena
at a different range of time scales. Apparently some selective advantage existed for this particular
range of speeds. Notice that by using high-level object recognition and sample rates with a very
long period humans are able to detect changes in plant life. Yet, this type of perception is different
than the perception of motion.
As with all domains of human perception the temporal aliasing of motion is possible. For example,
an object rapidly moving back and forth with a frequency greater than half the temporal sampling
rate will appear to move at an inaccurate rate or stand still. This effect is present when humans
watch the wheel of a motor cycle zooming down the highway. Fortunately, the most interesting
motion for object tracking tends to be linear translation of very limited speed.
Notice that as the sample rate decreases object tracking becomes object recognition.
3.2.5 Color or No Color
Recently the use of color processing in vision has become very popular. Given the impressive results
from database querying applications this popularity seems to be justified. Apparently the human
visual system thinks that color is so important that it merits being one of the three major visual
processing streams found in the neocortex. Claims which use color blind people as an example of
the lack of color's importance are misleading, for even most color blind people still have access to
primitive color information.
Despite the previous evidence this work does not use color and currently no plans exist to
experiment with color. As with the spatial and temporal resolution of the input, altering the color
input is a tradeoff between more computation and more data.
Color multiplies the input information by three. It also multiplies the complexity of the issues
which must be considered by the researcher. The study of true complex color vision is a field unto
itself with volumes of literature. However, one must wonder about the significance of trading spatial
resolution for color information. Multiplication by three seems reasonable when compared with a
quadratic increase in complexity.
One possible and currently popular approach to AI is to use input from a large set of extremely
diverse sensors. In this useful and practical scheme computation is traded for data and consequently
the depth of processing is often limited. The bias in this research is toward more computation. In
this way the researcher is forced to think of more global high level processes to assist with the task.
Of course, a happy medium is wise. This happy medium is probably humans. Humans devote most
of their computational power to vision but they still have a small olfactory system.
The goal of this research is to better understand human performance with respect to the other
two major neocortical pathways which are primarily involved with form and motion. Accurate
human like color interpretation is amazingly complex. Adding color to the mix of input data can
lead to a temptation to avoid the larger problems of learning and general intelligence. Although
these goals are wishful and distant they are very serious.
3.2.6 Pixel Amplitude Quantization
One significant variable over which one commonly has less control is the number of levels of grey-
scale pixel quantization. More refined gray-scale quantizations could be useful. Even if the noise
was larger for an individual pixel, its noise might be independent of the noise in adjacent pixels.
With indpendent noise and finer quantizations local spatial and temporal averaging could better
assess the expected value of the local region. Unfortunately, the brightness quantization resolution
on many image digitizers including the one used in this work is fixed to 8 bits. In the future, as
digital camera technology improves, cost effective means of acquiring higher levels of quantization
may prove useful. Currently a similar effect is obtained by compressing many pixels down to one
pixel, a trade of quantization for more computation and less resolution.
The image digitizer (frame grabber) used in this work does allow the user to adjust a multiplica-
tive constant (contrast) and an additive constant (brightness). Whether these adjustments can be
effectively adjusted in real time needs to be more thoroughly investigated.
Chapter 4
Implemented Algorithms
The preceeding chapters provided large amounts of context and perspective with little detail. Even
with their large scope the previous sections neglected important subjects, such as human infant
development and learning, which motivate this work. But, long distances must be traveled in short
steps and, unless you have a flying machine, they must be made on the ground. So here are the
algorithms which have actually been implemented and tested.
4.1 Dynamic Windows of Attention
Variables such as grey scale quantization, image resolution and time resolution do not need to be
fixed to constant values. A powerful general approach to improving the performance of intelligent
systems is the use of dynamic adaptation to expand the range of situations over which the system
will function properly.
This approach is used throughout the human visual system and most of the human brain. We
see it at large and small scales from the novelty preference of high level attentional mechanisms to
the habituation of single neurons.
4.1.1 A Dynamic Histogram Normalizer
Adaptation of this type can be implemented for a single pixel or groups of pixels. As a simple
example of this technique, a dynamic histogram normalizer was created to attempt to maximize the
utility of the 8-bit pixel value. Since the frame grabber provides 512 x 512 8-bit grey-scale images
and most of the algorithms use 64 x 64 images, significant averaging can be performed depending
on the level of detail at which the algorithm works. When a middle to low level of detail is desired
many pixels must be compressed into a single pixel.
4.1.2 Filtering and Downsampling
Several options exist for this type of procedure, each with different advantages and disadvantages.
Low pass filtering and down sampling is a good algorithm since in the ideal case it avoids high
frequency aliasing. Unfortunately, as is the case with most ideal linear filters, the support of the
kernel is of infinite duration. The ideal low pass filter is the sinc function, sinc(O) = sin(rO)/rO,
but people often use a gaussian instead. The gaussian kernel has the intuitively pleasant property
that its fourier transform is also a gaussian. But as with the sinc function an ideal gaussian kernel
has infinite support and must be approximated with finite support kernel. Larger down sampling
requires larger averaging filters in order to reduce aliasing. What all of this means is that the
computations necessary for a good low pass filter followed by downsampling are expensive. On top
of this, the of extent of the negative side effects of aliased high spatial frequencies is unclear given
the tasks to be performed by the vision system.
Efficiency
Rapid frame grabbing is advantageous because it allows more time for other image processing to
occur on the same processor and lowers the overall latency of the system. Consequently, the current
implementation uses an efficiently computed box filter with down sampling. In this algorithm the
size of the box filter is simply the ratio of the number of grabbed frame pixels to the number of
windowed frame pixels. The box filter is the fourier transform of the sinc function, consequently
due to duality the sinc function is the fourier transform of the box filter. Since the box filters are
nonoverlapping significant high frequency aliasing will be present. When tested, the other strategies
were fairly inefficient for what qualitatively looked like an insignificant change. But it should be
restated that human vision is too good to be trusted in these situations.
Further Analysis of Filtering and Down Sampling
In some ways human vision actually prefers an image with unsophisticated averaging and downsam-
pling because it looks sharper. It seems that humans use high level knowledge to perform non-linear
interpolation and estimation on the image. For example, consider the a specific case of the two
approaches mentioned above. Specifically, suppose that the aliasing filter uses 5 x 5 box filters with
a single downsample for each block of 5 x 5 pixels in the input image and that the non-aliasing filter
uses an equivalent down sampling with a corresponding ideal low pass filter. Now imagine that the
input image has a thin bright white rope with a width of five pixels on a black background. With
an ideal non-aliasing filter the rope will influence an area which is extremely wide with a significant
influence on a 10 pixel wide area. On the other hand, with a 5 x 5 aliasing filter the rope will only
influence an area with a width of one or two output pixels depending on its arrangement (The one
or two output pixels which happen to represent the 10 pixel wide regions on which the rope sits).
Figure 4-1: Example of a nonaveraged histogram. The rest of the histograms are averaged to improve
interpret-ability.
The magnitude of each of these aliased pixels will randomly vary from the full brightness of the rope
to half the brightness of the rope depending on how the rope is split between the two pixels. For an
erudite observer, such as a human whose object of interest is the white rope, the primitive averaging
will better reveal its structure and location.
Linear systems analysis has not yet failed us. What has just happened is essentially an example
of a down sampled matched filter. In this case the aliasing filter is essentially a matched filer designed
to find ropes. The simple aliasing filter used for this research is akin to a matched filter for blocks
the size of the matched filter. It will emphasize blocks as well as similar image structures. One of
these similar image structures is the step edge, a feature we would expect to find at the borders of
some objects. Consequently, the primitive aliasing and down sampling filter used to condense the
image into the requisite 64 x 64 block can be thought of as a non ideal low pass filter with a bias for
step edges. Thus, the off chance exists that our human intuition is right for some algorithms. Some
algorithms may actually perform better with the unsophisticated averaging.
4.1.3 Dynamic Adaptation
Histogram Normalization
So far the issues of practical image averaging and downsampling have been considered without
the use of any dynamic adaptation. The simple dynamic adaptation implemented used the pixel
histogram to determine a min cut-off pixel value and a max cut-off pixel value. Instead of averaging
the pixels within a block, the pixels were simply added. After the pixels were added together a
histogram of the resulting values was calculated. Next, the min and max cut-offs were calculated
by cutting off a small percentage of the pixel values at the top and bottom of the histogram. This
prespecified small percentage of the pixel values was cut off to compensate for unimportant noise.
We can assume that it is noise because very few pixels actually have the cut values. In the case
that these cut values represented an object, the object must be very small. After normalization this
small object will have either a zero or fully saturated brightness level. In this work, small objects are
considered unimportant. The other more dangerous possibility is that the cut pixels form a visible
border between two objects with the same grey level. In this case the potentially useful distinction
made by that border will be lost. More advanced methods could be used to avoid this possibility,
but at undue computational costs.
The effective min and max values define a range of pixel values which are likely to contain useful
information in the near future. In this algorithm, the number of distinctions within this range is
larger than the number of distinctions which can be communicated via the 8-bit pixel. Consequently,
a decision must be made as to which distinctions to throw away. Also, even if all the distinctions
can be represented a decision must be made as to whether or not their relationships with one
another should be adjusted. One common adjustment applied to the magnitude of image pixels is
the logarithm. The intuition behind this function is that it reduces the relative additive difference
between large pixel values and increases the relative additive difference between small pixel values,
in other words delog(x) = 1/x and hence a high derivative for small values of x and a low derivative
for high values. In the tracking system described in this chapter distinctiveness is measured as the
summation of the absolute differences between many local pixel values. For this distance metric,
the logarithmic function deemphasizes differences between high magnitude pixels and highlights the
differences between low magnitude pixels. Many lines of reasoning justify this bias including studies
of human sensory systems. This property was noted in 1834 by Weber and is appropriately called
Weber's law.
Weber's law, dS = K * S, dS is the (JND) just noticeable difference. K is a constant
and S is the reference stimulus. If P = S + dS, it will give a perceptible difference [13,
371].
Another useful interpretation of this finding as applied to vision uses the Lambertian model of
surface irradiance. With a Lambertian lighting model, I = L * cos(a), a change in the angle a
between the surface normal and the direction of the lighting source L changes the irradiance I of
the surface by an amount which is directly proportional to the strength of the lighting source L.
Consequently, under this lighting model the difference between the irradiances of two non-parallel
surfaces will be proportional to the brightness of the lighting,
I, - I2 = L * (cos(al) - cos(a 2 )). (4.1)
Also, notice that angular noise will cause a much higher variance in irradiance in bright light than in
dim light. If this model holds true in a particular task, then when we compare two positions on the
projection plane using summed absolute differences, we should discount differences resulting from
large magnitudes. More precisely, under this model when we are testing the hypothesis that two
image regions result from the same surface irradiance, differences between pixels with large values
should be discounted relative to distances between pixels with small values,
log(L * cos(aci)) - log(L * cos(a 2 )) = (log(L) - log(L)) + (log(cos(a)) - log(cos(a 2 )))
= (log(cos(al)) - log(cos(a2)))
= log(cos(Sl)/cos(C 2 )).
(Note: Only positive values of cos are allowed.) As can be seen with this simple equation, taking the
log of each pixel and then the difference eliminates the effect of lighting on the distance measure.
Of course this assumes that the angular difference between two surfaces is a good measure of local
similarity. Others have noted [9] that simple template matching, summing the absolute differences
over a region, tends to work better than more advanced matching methods such as correlation and
normalized cross-correlation. Similarly Wessler uses a sum of squared differences [27]. My personal
observations during informal experiments with block matching trackers indicate that summed ab-
solute differences works as well as more expensive measures. Others at the AI lab, notably Brian
Scassellati, have also found this to be true. It seems likely that the above analysis may partially ex-
plain these results. If the Lambertian model of surface reflectance holds for most real-world objects,
then summed absolute differences over a region gives an approximation of the average "differences"
in the surface angles. If this analysis is correct, then a logarithm applied prior to the differencing
should improve its accuracy by reducing the dependence on lighting. Personal tests and the lit-
erature [24] indicate that the Lambertian lighting model is a very good approximation to a lot of
real-world situations.
Most of the implementations related to this paper used linear normalizations and logarithmic
normalizations. All the experiments discussed in this paper used a normalization which first applies
a logarithm to the summed pixel values and then performs a linear normalization on the output of
the logarithm,
I,,(x, y) = /3*log(I(x, y))-Ca = ((log(I(x, y))-log(miny ))/(log(maxy )-log(miny )))*255. (4.2)
The reasoning behind this normalization was that the pixels should be normalized logarithmically
prior to the template matching used in the tracking algorithm for the reasons which were just
mentioned. After the logarithm was performed the desire to compress up to 25600 levels of quan-
tization down to 256 levels of quantization in a computationally efficient manner along with some
basic reasoning lead to the linear quantization. As previously demonstrated, min and max values
which on average will cut off a small percentage of the input pixels can be efficiently estimated
through a dynamically adaptive method. The min and max value specify a linear normalization
and non-linear cut-off with three nice properties. First, using the max and min as cut-off values
eliminates the perceived difference between many highly unexpected pixel values which are highly
likely to be noise relative to the goals of the tracking system. Second, this type of linear transform
uniformly distributes quantization error over the input range. By applying this linear compression
after the logarithm, quantization error is uniformly distributed over the logarithm and the special
relationships created by the logarithmic transform are maintained. Third, the estimation of the
necessary parameters, min and max, as well as the transforms (implemented as a log look up table,
a multiplication and a division) are very computationally efficient. Furthermore, since the distance
relationships are preserved with uniform quantization noise, an inverse transform does not need to
be applied prior to using a template to measure the difference between two patches.
Upon further consideration this particular transform has some drawbacks. Foremost among these
is its inability to normalize a global constant additive term from image information. Instead this
normalization will amplify the effect of the constant term in pixels with low values and attenuate
its effect in pixels with high values. The algorithm is only able to normalize multiplicative and
exponentiating terms. Two phenomena which would be problematic for this normalization may
occur frequently. The first is ambient lighting. Often areas have lighting which has been reflected
and dispersed among enough objects so as to act as though it weakly originates from all directions.
The second common cause of a constant term is from cameras. This is unlikely to cause significant
problems with comparisons between frames from the same camera. However, it might cause prob-
lems with comparisons between different cameras. Analysis of the experiments discussed later in
this research indicate that this dynamically adaptive log-to-linear transform performed reasonably
well. However, several other types of dynamic adaptive normalizations based around the same con-
cepts should be tested in future work. Also, better models which incorporate ambient lighting and
primitive camera influences should be examined.
Camera Normalization In order for vergence to be possible, images from the left and right
cameras must be compared. This is another form of the standard matching problem. In this case
we would like a differencing template to serve as an accurate measure of whether or not the image
of an external location in one image matches the external location forming a particular image in the
Figure 4-2: The appearance and histograms of a cup in from the left camera prior to normalization
Figure 4-3: The appearance and histograms of a cup in from the right camera prior to normalization
other camera. In more practical terms we would like to know if a region in one image is likely to be
due to the same source as a region in the other image. Confounding the ability to effectively make
this comparison are a host of factors which make one camera behave differently from another. In
this particular situation the standard problems are exacerbated by the small, relatively inexpensive,
noisy cameras which were modified by hand for use in the active vision head. These cameras have
been notorious for changing the appearance of their output on a weekly basis.
One approach to reducing the measurement of intrinsic camera problems which distort the effects
of external sources of image variation is to directly compare images from the two cameras. These
comparisons can then be used to estimate the parameters to function which removes some of the
unwanted differences between images coming from the two cameras. For instance, the two cameras
could be given identical (as identical as possible) input and the differences between their responses
could be measured. Another, less complicated algorithm which directly compares the two images
would involve calculating their histograms, comparing their histograms and then making adjustments
accordingly. Fortunately these computationally intensive tasks were unnecessary in this tracker.
Without direct comparison or an explicit model of the noise, the dynamic histogram normalizer
does an adequate job of preparing the images from the two cameras. Part of the reason this works
well is because the linear part of the normalization will tend to stretch each image's histogram over
the same distance. The two cameras implicitly coordinate their stretching by looking at the same
Figure 4-4: The appearance and histograms of a cup in from the left camera prior to normalization.
Figure 4-5: The appearance and histograms of a cup in from the right camera after normalization.
scene. We can assume that at the minimum the ordinal relationship of corresponding pixels within
the two images will be similar. Minor differences in the ordinal relationships are likely to result
from extraneous equivalencies due to magnitude quantization, as well as noise which will cause local
disorderings. Also in line with this reasoning, it is highly likely that the top p% of the max pixels
in each of the two images correspond fairly well with one another. Since this reasoning also holds
for the min pixels, the max cut and min cut of the two histograms should have the same value and
be formed of corresponding pixels. Thus, the resulting stretch and shift will tend to remove some
forms of variation from the images.
As discussed previously in the section devoted to dynamic histogram normalization, if the two
image's respective histograms differ by a constant shift, then the logarithm will clearly make re-
moving this constant shift a nonlinear process (i.e., the inverse of the logarithm, an exponential
function, plus the negative of the constant). Perhaps applying the logarithm first is a mistake.
After all, the linear transformation will end up removing a scaling factor and and an exponentiating
factor. Aren't cameras more likely to differ by a constant than an exponentiating factor? Further
investigation is warranted, but this normalization did appear to perform well. Camera and ambient
lighting considerations are important, but the matching method used and the well founded advan-
tages of a logarithm are important too. Normalizations which appropriately deal with these issues
need more work. In the mean time, the normalization served its purpose in a variety of experiments
with potentially useful results. The results of the normalization can clearly be seen when Figures
4-2 and 4-3 are compared. The histograms of the normalized images are considerably flatter than
those of the images prior to normalization.
4.1.4 Adaptation Without the Histogram
Histograms tend to be computationally expensive. Also, histogram processing is usually most ef-
fective when it is over the whole space of inputs as opposed to an already normalized zoomed in
view. The efficient and general hack used in this work simply monitors the number of pixels cut
off by the min and max cutoffs. If for either border the number of pixels cut off is above some
prespecified percentage of the total number of pixels then the min or max cut off is adjusted a very
small amount(sub-quantization level) in the appropriate direction. More specifically, if a lot of pixels
are cut off by the min cut it is moved down, otherwise, it is moved up. Since the movements are so
small relative to the rate of frame grabbing the min and max values effectively adjust to the average
histogram.
Experiments and Validations
Using the histogram display tool to graphically display the pixel histogram from the cameras in real
time, several informal experiments were run in order to judge the merits of the logarithmic transform
in the abscence of the min and max cutoffs. Most of these experiments analyzed the behavior of
objects with two attached planes undergoing common transformations. For example, a large white
poster board and a large brown square of cardboard were used to determine and build intuition
for the effects of changes in the rotation, relative angle, translation, albedo, lighting, reflection and
shadow. This was simple to do because the two important peaks in the pixel histograms were very
clear. This clarity was due to the large size of the projections of the boards onto the image plane and
the homogeneous low variance grey scale values of the planes as they underwent the transformations.
Besides evaluating the importance of the logarithmic transformation these experiments also gave a
simple way of evaluating common lighting models and real world noise.
The logarithmic transform displayed several nice properties. Also, despite my scepticism, the
lambertian model of light was quite accurate at describing the behavior of the images.
The most important validation of this approach is discussed more thoroughly in the next section.
The adaptive histogram normalizer made stereo template tracking possible by making images from
two dissimilar cameras comparable to one another by templates.
Implicit Coordination
The final aspect of the preprocessing which requires consideration is the dynamics. The necessary
insight is simply that by readjusting the max and min cut-offs at a very slow rate, the rest of the
Figure 4-6: A sequence demonstrating dark blinding due to a rapid transition, after long adaptation,
from global brightness to global darkness
Figure 4-7: A sequence demonstrating dark blinding due to a rapid transition, after long adaptation,
from global brightness to global darkness
processing for tracking, object recognition, etc. can be performed without being informed of the
adjustment or modified to accommodate the adjustment. Often people wonder why human eyes take
so long to adjust to bright visual input. As humans we have all experienced the situation of walking
out of a dimly lit room into the daylight or vice versa. One would think that the components of
biology could be put together so that rapid light adaptation would be possible. Many biological
systems do show rapid adaptation to some forms of stimuli, why not our eyes? Figures 4-4 through
4-9 illustrate various blinding situations.
Blinded by the Light
Multiple explanations might be accurate. But a strong explanation is related to the method used
here. Very stable, computationally efficient and complex coordinations between elaborate processes
can take place implicitly when the two processes operate on very different time scales. In the
case described above, motion detection is processed over only a few frames and is resilient to the
relatively slow adjustments performed by the preprocessing system over the course of a few seconds
(50+ frames).
What about high level processing, such as the interpretation of abstract object properties, which
take place over very long periods of time? High level processes take advantage of using more time to
Figure 4-8: The adaptation part of a sequence demonstrating bright blinding due to rapid transition,
after long adaptation, from global darkness to global brightness
Figure 4-9: The adaptation part of a sequence demonstrating bright blinding due to rapid transition,
after long adaptation, from global darkness to global brightness
Figure 4-10: The bright blinding part of a sequence demonstrating bright blinding due to rapid
transition, after long adaptation, from global darkness to global brightness
Figure 4-11: The bright blinding part of a sequence demonstrating bright blinding due to rapid
transition, after long adaptation, from global darkness to global brightness
compute and in doing so must be insensitive to the common pixel level changes which occur naturally
in the environment anyway. Some of this insensitivity is due to the filtering of irrelevant low level
information by the low level processing, but some of it is also intrinsic to the representations high
level processing uses. In summary, low level processeses, which are more sensitive to changes over
short time scales operate with high enough frequency that they are unaware of the slow variations
in the image due to retinal adaptation. Likewise, in order for high level processing to do its job
over the long time scales it works at, it must abstract away from the types of pixel level change
introduced by the adapting retina. Consequently, the adaptation by the retina does not interfere
with low or high level cortical processing except in the unlikely event that it does not adapt quickly
enough. Fortunately, as our experience shows, the rate of retinal adaptation is well tuned and we
are rarely blinded by the light.
Efficiency
All of these computations are computationally efficient because they piggy back on the operations
required to grab a frame. Also, they use a look up table where convenient.
4.2 A Simple Two Stage Tracker
In an effort to understand the task of object tracking a primitive tracking system with vergence
was constructed. The main idea behind the design is to have short time scale and longer time scale
processing work together to acquire useful information from the environment.
4.2.1 Overall Design
The overall design of the tracker is composed of eight independent tasks which run in parallel on six
C40 based processors. (time-sliced or fully parallel depending on whether they share a processor)
Several other configurations are possible and may easily be tested by changing the specification of
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Figure 4-12: The tasks which make up the tracking system, their interconnectivity, and the general
flow of information.
the mapping from task to processor for the system. These tasks were coded in parallel C and 3L
which provide the facilities for mapping tasks to processors, task intercommunication, and other
important parts of the infrastructure. Blocks diagrams displaying interaction of the components of
the system are shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11.
4.2.2 The Rapid Loop Stage - LOWER STAGE
This stage is called the lower stage due to its proximity to the environment in time and information.
The lower stage acquires the rawest data on which processing is performed and is in closer interaction
with the environment than the upper stage. The lower stage is designed to produce very simple rapid
computations and behavior. In doing so it takes advantage of a very high temporal sample rate which
allows it to easily track many types of variation which would be very difficult to track with a longer
sample period. Experiments demonstrated that many phenomena which are seemingly difficult to
track are fairly easy to follow when monitored with very high temporal frequency.
A basic template method of tracking has been implemented which is similar to Wessler's [27].
The implemented algorithm is initialized with a 11 x 11 cut-out from a image of an object. The
algorithm then proceeds to rapidly search a local circular area, implemented by look up table, with
Figure 4-13: The physical configuration of the parallel processors and the tasks mapping to each of
the processors for a successful organization which was used in the experiments.
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a radius of 19 pixels. The images used are of size 63 x 63. A new cut-out is then grabbed from the
new best match and averaged with the old cut-out with a 7/1 ratio. Using an estimate of how much
time has passed, the previously estimated position of the object, the currently estimated position
of the object, and the previous motor velocity the algorithm computes a new motor velocity with
the goal of placing the object in the center of the field of view in the next grabbed frame. So with
X 1 =current object location in pixels, Xo =previous object location in pixels, V =current velocity
estimate in pixels, Vo =previous velocity estimate in pixels, dT =time since the last estimate in
standard time unit, the basic equation which was used was the following.
Vi = (Xi - (Xo - (Vo * dT)))/dT (4.3)
After being computed, V1 is scaled from pixel coordinates to motor coordinates and sent to the motor
boards in the PC. Initialization of this equation is important since the initial position becomes the
center position. Although, many advanced algorithms with undoubtedly better performance have
been researched, this algorithm works, is simple and was not the focus of the research.
Every few frames, a higher level processor requests the estimated location and the current frame
which are then sent to the higher level processor for further analysis.
Theoretical Behavior of the Lower Stage
The behavior of the lower stage greatly depends on the object it is attempting to track. Four very
salient factors in its performance are the distinctiveness of the patch being tracked, the location
of the patch relative to the border of the object, the accumulation of error over time and the
temporal transformations of the patch being tracked. This analysis assumes that some function
M(x, y) outputs a well defined distance metric when presented with two patches. In the case of
the implemented algorithm this function is equal to the sum of the absolute values of the distance
between corresponding pixels in the two patches from globally normalized images.
The distinctiveness of the patch refers to the distinctiveness of the patch being tracked relative
to all other pathes in the image. If many other patches within the search area closely match the
patch selected for tracking then with small amounts of noise the best match algorithm will become
confused. This situation is well illustrated by a large solid white square translating on a solid black
background. If a small patch inside the large square is picked for tracking erratic behavior will
result. This is because the tracker will randomly pick location inside the white patch as the new
patch position. This type of problem is commonly referred to as the aperture problem. Essentially, as
with most estimations performed by humans the interpretation given the data is ambiguous without
constraints which are not present in the immediate input. In the case of the aperture problem this
situation occurs when multiple motion transformations describe the change between the image at tl
and at t12 equally well.
If the background environment behind the object is cluttered then a patch which straddles the
projection of the border of an object is likely to fail. In more explicit terms a cluttered environment
refers to a background environment which has high frequency components of relatively strong am-
plitude. In this case, when an object undergoes simple translation it is likely to uncover previously
occluded parts of the background, cover previously visible parts of the background, and become
adjacent to new parts of the background. In any of these three cases, the patch is unlikely to match
strongly with the same part of the object. One unlikely but interesting possibility which would
allow the patch to still match occurs when the background is periodic. If the temporal sample
rate, the frequency of repetition of the background and the velocity of the object are all matched
appropriately no change will be visible. This is another case of aliasing which could also lead to
misestimating the velocities.
The weighted averaging used to create new templates and combat unimportant changes in the
image naturally accumulates error. Small errors result from each new position estimation summing
up until the patch being tracked no longer corresponds to the object. [27] It was found empirically
that a ratio of old filter to new filter of 7/1 was a good balance between accumulated error and
keeping up with a naturally varying object image. But the problem still occurs reliably.
Temporal transformations of the patch being matched is a catch all which refers to image variation
due to changes in projected image of the patch due to causes such as variations in lighting, specularity,
rotation, and configuration of the object. For example, if the patch includes a large specularity on
the object the tracking is unlikely to be stable. Specularities tend to easily disappear, reappear,
move, split and morph when they are on a moving object. Perhaps due to these traits a randomly
selected patch is unlikely to incorporate a specularity.
Actual Behavior of the Lower Stage
Very surprisingly, the template method of tracking in conjunction with image normalization was
exceptionally stable to some of the above situations. Unexpected useful behaviors were apparent.
First, the template does not necessarily accumulate error. The tracker had no difficulty maintaining
a fixed position on an area which is distinctive with respect to the rest of the search area. Second,
the tracker tended to find salient locations on an object. The random pixel noise may be somewhat
advantageous in that it usually is only strong enough to clutter and cancel some distinctive high
frequencies which would allow the template to get a spatially precise match. Hence, every so often
due to noise and other sources of image variation the template will explore a region which is usually
within the 3 x 3 square around the optimal location. Most of the time these variations are not enough
to persuade the template to come back and instead are washed out by the weight of past experience.
On the other hand, sometimes a little move finds a feature which is salient enough to significantly
bias the next search. For instance, exploration of the next door pixel might have included some
single pixels which differ significantly from the corresponding pixels from the past. If this feature
which is now strongly embedded in the template is temporally salient, then the template is likely to
explore the area again.
Over time the template tends to find regions which are more temporally and spatially salient.
In this case, spatial salience tends to require distinctive high frequency features which will prohibit
the template from exploring other regions. Although the template is sometimes attracted towards
features near the edges it rarely goes outside them due to there lack of temporal salience. Of course
this assumes that the external environment has high frequency components which make it distinctive
from frame to frame. Solid backgrounds which have a smooth spatial gradient moving away from
the object can be much more problematic because they have temporal stability and a smooth spatial
path for exploration. This method of finding salient features is very interesting and merits further
investigation.
The template approach was also very effective at following motion, rotation, and configuration
changes of objects. The major difficulties in the experiments described later resulted from translu-
cence, high coherent reflection, and lack of high frequency information (low spatial gradients). After
playing with Wessler's robot Odie and reading his paper it seems that this implementation is signif-
icantly more robust. Several possible explanations exist. First, it is likely that the loop is faster on
this implementation which could have significant advantages. Second, the template sizes and search
area might be successfully larger due to faster processing. Third, the noise levels of this equipment
may be lower. Fourth, the adaptive averaging, normalization and subsampling may actually be
doing a good job of making use of the 8-bits of information per pixel. Before these issues can be
more thoroughly addressed, more rigorous experiments must be performed on both systems.
4.2.3 The Slower Stage - The Upper Stage
The upper stage is only able to process images from the lower stage every few frames. After receiving
a left and right image and corresponding position estimates from the lower stage, the upper stage,
which runs on a separate processor in parallel, creates a new coordinate system for the images. These
new coordinate systems are centered at the estimated position of the object in the image. Remember
that the estimated positions were computed by the lower stage for motor control. Determining the
offsets and legal boundaries for the image is very efficient. Using their new coordinate systems, the
current frame and the previous frame, and then the left frame and the right frame, are compared.
The goal of the comparison is to primitively segment the object being tracked so as to eventually
support learning and more robust tracking. At the moment however, only primitive segmentations
have been produced and displayed on the video output.
Segmentation
Because of the lower stage the upper stage is free to spend more time computing and acquiring
data. By using more computation time and information accumulated over a larger volume of space
and time the upper region is able to produce more global representations. Thus, the lower stage
takes care of tracking over short time scales while the upper stage works to better represent what is
being tracked. One future research goal is for the upper stage to eventually correct for the inevitable
shortcomings of tracking large objects with a 11 x 11 template.
For example, one measure which could be calculated is the gross error of the new estimated
position via a low frequency global comparison between estimated object portions of the two images.
If the global error is too high the lower stage can be halted and the attentional behaviors reinitiated.
Most trackers including Wessler's [27] have a measure which estimates whether or not the target has
been lost. Wessler's algorithm kept track of the match strength and halted the tracker if it went
below some threshold. This local measure is not always effective and often allows the tracker to slip
off an object. He stated in his thesis that a higher level module could be useful for this estimation.
Vergence
Vergence refers to the coordinated panning movements of eyes. These movements cause the eyes
have the same location in space centered on their individual imaging planes. Differences between
the two perspectives can be used to better assess image properties. Actually verging on an object
of interest improves the ability to ascertain interesting aspects of the environment
Initially identical position estimators were used for both cameras. A frame grabber and position
estimation task was run on each eye. This approach was good for design but eventually the two
position estimators were made assymetric and coordinated. The right camera is dominant and its
position estimator sends a copy of its newest template to the left position estimator prior to each
of the left position estimators searches. When the left position estimator receives the template it
averages it with its running average of past templates with a 1 to 1 ratio. Next, the left position
estimator searches for the best match over a 6 pixel high strip with the same radius as the full circle
searched by the right position estimator. After finding the best match it cuts out a new template
and averages it with the just used template with a 7 to 1 ratio. This approach is surprisingly
robust. It is far more robust than independent processes and it is also more robust than the left
position estimator simply using the unaltered right template each time. The method of vergence
segmentation is discussed in the next section. The matching problem for vergence and motion were
treated nearly identically.
Motion
Several methods of motion detection and segmentation were played with. The first attempt simply
differenced the current and previous images using their new coordinate frame and attempted to
group the results in a useful way. Due to inevitable variance in the input image and the position
estimation this method made little if any distinction between the object being tracked and the
background. The next full attempt was a variation on [9] correlation based motion detection. The
algorithm efficiently iterated through all the pixels and performed the following search. For each
pixel in the previous image (using the new coordinate systems), a patch would be acquired and
matched to patches centered on local pixels within a small distance of the initial pixel in the current
image. If no good match was found the pixel was marked "environment." If a good match was
found the pixel was marked "object." This approach met with more success but was very slow and
failed to make significant distinctions. Normal flow and other methods were considered and tested
with simple data.
A fairly successful method for a limited domain of situations is suprisingly simple. Before com-
parison all of the images are averaged with a 3 x 3 box filter. This box filter removes the high
frequency spatial noise introduced by the position estimations and the tracking carried out by the
lower stage. Next, the averaged images are differenced. This differenced image is then squared and
put into a weighted average with the squared differenced images from the past. The segmentation is
simply a thresholded version of this weighted running average. Both the motion map and vergence
map are computed in this same way but with different thresholds.
Both the motion map and vergence map use a 7 to 3 weighted average of past differences to
current difference. Very little tweaking was done, so better numbers probably exist (for example, 2
to 1!). The threshold used by the motion map is 150. Any pixel with a value greater than 1500 is
considered to most likely be a part of the environment. The threshold for vergence is 1500.
Accommodation
Accommodation refers to the focusing ability of the human eyes. Lenses and focusing are yet
another way to extract depth information from the environment. An initial goal of this work was
to use accommodation as another visual cue for segmentation. Accommodation is an extremely
powerful yet fairly simple depth cue which is often neglected by researchers in computer vision. As is
quickly evident in art, movies and personal experimentation this cue is quite common and influential.
Moreover, research on human subjects have demonstrated that vergence and accommodation are
deeply linked with each being able to control the other[18, 19, 15].
With the given active vision head system anything more than a proof of concept proved to be
impractical. After a literature survey several proofs of concepts were found[18, 19, 15]. (On the other
hand, none of these papers refers to human infant development within their work.) Two intertwined
factors made segmentation with accommodation infeasible. First, the lenses have very limited ability
to defocus. Only objects extremely close to the camera, even closer than with infants, would produce
a difference in focus noticeable to the human eye. Second, objects within this range of focus were
extremely large relative to the size of the 512 x 512 image acquired by the frame grabber. Estimation
of the localized high frequency components in these images requires that operations be performed on
images with minimal averaging. Both averaging and subsampling would reduce the high frequency
components which the system would be trying to detect. Consequently, due to the large size of the
objects and the unpredictability of their external edges these high frequency estimates would need
to be performed over the entire 512 x 512 image. These computations would be too time consuming
for use in the tracker and of minimal use in an attentional mechanism. Alternatives such as only
estimating the high frequency components at select location in the image do have some benefits, but
is susceptible to noise.
4.2.4 Performance Analysis of the Tracker
Performance of the object tracker could be measured in many ways. For example:
1. Segmenting What are the major aspects of the tracking task which determine how well the
system distinguishes between the tracked object and the surrounding environment?
2. Position Estimation How well does the system identify the object it is tracking as the
observer, the object and the environment undergo change?
3 Path Following How well does the system stabilize the tracked object in the fovea of the
camera? If the system were given a perfectly estimated path, how well could it match the path
with the cameras?
All three of these measures are interrelated. A system can not follow an ideal path if the position
estimate of the object is too unstable to measure it. Likewise, good segmentation algorithms will
take advantage of the ability of the system to stabilize the object image. The following tests were
primarily concerned with measuring and analyzing the effectiveness of segmenting and position
estimation. Control theorists and many Al researchers (not mutually exclusive) have thoroughly
examined this aspect of the problem. This does not mean that no more worthwhile progress will
be made in path following, it simply states that at the moment this is probably not the weakest
member of the codependent technologies.
The method of testing used resembles testing procedures used in mathematics and software
engineering. A handful of notoriously difficult and interesting visual stimuli were thrown at the
system so that its weaknesses, relative to humans, might be quickly assessed.
Chapter 5
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The following images are all images taken from the active vision head during an experimental tracking
run. The results are seperated by object. Due to the nature of the LaTeX test processing package
and it's ability to handle figures, I have been forced to divide the results into 3 chapters. This
division is purely a function of LaTeX limitations and not a fundamental grouping of similar results.
5.1 The Hand
The hand is an important object for segmentation due to its significance to infant development.
5.1.1 Over Cardboard - No Clutter
THE BLACK PIXELS IN THE MOTION AND VERGENCE MAPS ARE THE PIXELS WHICH
THE SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM BELIEVES MIGHT BE PART OF THE OBJECT BEING
TRACKED.
The algorithms used in this research are specialized for high clutter environments. The segmen-
tations rely on the background having significant high and mid frequency components which will
not match when transformed by a motion or perspective change. Consequently, the first tests in this
set demonstrates when this approach fails. See 5-2 5-4. The hand which is well segmented in later
experiment is shown moving over cardboard. The system has no trouble tracking the very salient
hand, but it is unable to segment it because of the very small gradient in the background. In fact,
all that the segmentation algorithms do is mark the edges and shadows of the hand which do have
high gradients and are more subject to small misalignments.
One very nice aspect of this method is that it complements more standard methods such as edge
and feature based segmentation. Many edge segmentation system would be likely to get overwhelmed
by all the strong and salient edges in the background.
Figure 5-1: Right view. Left view.
Figure 5-2: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial 2hand29.
Figure 5-3: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 5-4: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial 2hand62.
5.1.2 In Midair
The next four sets of images depict tests with a hand in midair at different distances from the
cameras. See Figures 5-6 through 5-12. Notice that the closer the hand is to the cameras the
better the motion and vergence segmentation. Four main reasons account for this. First, the hand
has relatively low frequency information and is fairly flat in depth so the increased perspective
differences do not have a large effect on its ability to be matched. Second, the velocity of the
projection of the hand as it moves the across the image plane is larger for the same hand velocity so
good motion information is acquired, the background moves a large distance in the hand centered
coordinate system. Third, the perspective effects cause the background to be drastically different
which improves vergence segmentation. Finally, more pixels are devoted to the representation of the
hand which means that poor segmentation information on the edges enchroaches less on the hand.
Along a greater number of pixels devoted to the hand allows the averaging to be more effective over
the hand.
Notice that the arm is sometimes segmented as well since it tends to move with the hand and be
at a similar location in depth. Yet the system does a good job of selecting the hand more thoroughly.
The ease of this segmentation boads well for computational models of infant development.
One difficulty when the hand is very close to the cameras is the paucity of high frequency
information with which to give consistent position estimates. (The next scale of perceptible high
frequency data would be the skin which except for the major folds is too fine a structure to be picked
up by the course resolution images.) The two cameras tend to find relatively stable higher gradient
areas nearer to the boarders. Fortunately they continue to successfully coordinate.
It should be noted that the tracking system performs remarkably well. These images are taken
from one or two sequences of continuous tracking. During both of these sequences the hand went as
far back as shown in the image with the very small (and poorly segmented hand). After going that
far back, to where the template was just inside the hand edges, the hand came all the way forward
to the largest size displayed all uniteruppted by a loss of object. When confronted with change the
templates do a very good job of finding new salient locations within the object.
5.2 The Mug
In this example the vergence works well but the motion does not. It is unclear whether the cup was
moving or not. It appears, based on the small edges marked in the motion image, that the mug was
simply shaking a little bit. Whatever the reason, it is a good example of one type of segmentation
continuing to work while the other one fails( Figure 5-14). Hence, the two segmentation schemes are
not, completely redundant they are very complimentary. The second mug shot5-16, performs a good
segmentation in both maps. Notice that the chair is not excluded from the object segmentation.
Figure 5-5: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 5-6: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial hand70.
Figure 5-7: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 5-8: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial handl.
Figure 5-9: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 5-10: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial hand49.
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Figure 5-11: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 5-12: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial hand69.
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view. Left view.
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Figure 5-14: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial mug40.
This is a good example of a piece of the environment having too little variation to be accurately
thrown out. As can be seen in the right and left eye views, the chair is close to a constant value
across its visible extent.
Figure 5-15: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 5-16: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial mug80.
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These two sets of tests represent extreme ends of the performance spectrum within the problem
domain for which this algorithm is designed to work.
6.1 The Mirror
No segmentation of the mirror can be made because the templates are unable to track it. It varies
greatly when it is in motion and between the two perspectives as clearly demonstrated in Figure 6-2.
In this figure, two very different views of a computer screen are visible. (An interesting thing to do
with these images is to perform your own stereoscopic segmentation by unnaturally moving your eyes
so that both images are fused giving the illusion of depth. Much like a random dot stereogram.) The
templates quickly jump to something more salient yet similar looking like my shorts. Impressively,
the two cameras usually end up at the same spot. Figure 6-4 makes it look as though the system
was trying to mark the mirror as a part of the environment. Reiterating, this is because in both
motion and perspective the view of a mirror varies drastically. It is also interesting to note that
the lack of matching, and drastic variation, characteristics common to shiny objects, are utilized by
humans to cue in both motion and vergence for shininess.
6,2 The Sweatshirt
The sweatshirt is at the opposite extreme of performance. See Figure 6-6. It is a large object with
strong low frequency components. As such, its matching to itself is insensitive to large variations in
the position estimates, perspective and motion. Because only the right position estimator controls
the tilt the two cameras are able to verge even without good strong vertical distinctions. Moreover,
errors in the estimated tilt position will have little effect on the segmentation due to the length of
the image and its lack of large gradients. Once again, in Figure 6-8 the chair is not marked as part
Figure 6-1: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 6-2: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial mirror28.
Figure 6-3: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 6-4: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial mirror38.
Figure 6-5: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 6-6: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial shirt20.
of the background and is instead attached to the sweatshirt. Notice that other estimates based on
simple measures of the average pixel value could distinguish between the chair and the sweatshirt
although there would have been difficulty distinguishing between the sweatshirt and the dark areas
in between the shelves in the back.
Figure 6-7: Right view. Left view.
Figure 6-8: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial shirt79.
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This set of experiments involves three materials with very flexible geometry combined with distinctive
visual characteristics.
7.1 Aluminum Foil
The series of figures 7-2, 7-4, 7-6 provide a good example of the extreme variations characteristic of
aluminum foil as well as the complementary properties of the motion and vergence segmentations.
In the first figure7-2 both the vergence and motion maps provide reasonable segmentations of a
significant portion of the aluminum foil blob. In the next figure 7-4, due to the different reflections
observed from the two distinct perspectives the vergence map is unable to provide any useful infor-
mation. This could be due to an error in the position estimation. On the other hand, the motion
map which only uses images from one camera does not observe these extreme changes due to per-
spective and manages to determine some useful segmentation information due to motion. Greater
robustness would be possible if motion maps were also made with images from the left camera. In
the last aluminum foil figure 7-6, the vergence segmentation is better than the motion segmentation.
The reflections observed from the two perspectives happen to be coincident and segment the object
reasonably well. The reason for this is once again unclear. Based on the appearance of the motion
map, it is likely that between the depicted time step and the preceeding time step a template at a.
significantly different location started to be used. These switches happen quite frequently with the
aluminum foil in which a locations appearance can change very quickly and in highly disorganized
ways. However, as long as it is very distinctive from the environment, which it is, the template
tracker jumps to another place on the aluminum foil as opposed to a point off of the object in the
environment. In this case a usually annoying property of an object becomes a nice property. Many
parts of an piece of aluminum foild look similar and certainly more similar than either part does to
the environment.
Figure 7-1: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 7-2: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial bigfoil50.
Figure 7-3: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 7-4: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial bigfoil60.
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Figure 7-5: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 7-6: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial bigfoil70.
7.2 The Sandwich Bag
Next to the mirror the sandwich bag is the most difficult object to track and therefore to segment
with simple motion and vergence. The sandwich bag is only able to be tracked when it is strongly
reflecting as in figure 7-10 in which the reflecting properties of a single bag were augmented with
another sandwich bag placed behind it. The segmentation is crude and the tracking is unstable.
The translucent case is essentially impossible for the system as it is now as shown in figure 7-8 the
tracking transfers to the chair.
Figure 7-7: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 7-8: Four figures from an experimental trial.
right image, the left image, the motion image and the
sand2wich40.
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Clockwise, from upper left, they are the
vergence image. The data comes from trial
Figure 7-9: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 7-10: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the
right image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial
sandwich8.
Figure 7-11: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 7-12: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial bag30.
7.3 The Shopping Bag
The shopping bag has very flexible structure and a complex external surface. Yet, due to its visual
consistency relative to a template matching the position estimation and tracking function well and
basic segmentations are successfully performed. The very last figure 7-16 is a good example of what
happens when the object stops moving for a long period of time. As you will recall the segmentation
maps use approximately a 2 to 1 weighted average of past estimations and current estimations. This
temporal averaging of the segmentation information is essential for the segmentation to perform
well. Long periods without new information eventually lead to a segmentation based on only the
current unvarying scene and perspectives. In this case the motion map, which requires motion
for segmentation, simply segments noise in the image or the position estimate. In this figure the
remaining markings are probably due to small motions of the hand holding the bag. The vergence
segmentation is clearly more successful at segmenting a stationary scene, although it too relies on
motion to make up for sparse locations in which the lack of a match is apparent. As one can see by
analyzing the left and right camera images the vergence map needs regions with high variation to
mae an effective segmentation decision
Figure 7-13: Right
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Figure 7-14: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial bag60.
Figure 7-15: Right view. Left view.
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Figure 7-16: Four figures from an experimental trial. Clockwise, from upper left, they are the right
image, the left image, the motion image and the vergence image. The data comes from trial bag90.
view. Left view.
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